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CANYON CREEK WORKDAY
MAY MEETING:

Wednesday,
MAY 10, 2006
PIZZA and Chit-Chat at 6:00 PM

Meeting- 7:00 PM
American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.
in Tempe

Used trout stream for sale.
Must be seen to be
appreciated.
Richard Brautigan (1967)

The Canyon Creek Riparian Restoration Project is an effort by the AZGFD and Tonto National Forest
to improve the trout stream by allowing the vegetation to grow and provide better trout habitat. It includes
two fenced stream exclosures. The larger is approximately one half mile long and includes 17.6 acres. The
smaller exclosure by the bridge is about one quarter mile long and 7 acres. The project also includes
removing old cattle fencing and eliminating the bull thistle from the stream area. The Desert Flycasters
Club has volunteered manpower and money for this project.
On April 13 I met with Bob Harrison, Dana Warnecke and Scott Mackey at the Mesa AZGFD office.
About 7:15 we headed north to Canyon Creek in two AZGFD vehicles.
Our purpose was to check the damage to the two elk excluding stream fence exclosures.
Upon arrival at Canyon Creek we split into two groups. Scott and I walked the lower fence perimeter
to check for damage and to determine what repairs and materials will be needed for the April 29th volunteer work day. We took pictures, notes and did some minor repairs of the damaged fence.
Bob and Dana 'flagged' the fencing above the water gaps where the creek enters and exits the exclosure. The flagging is fluorescent plastic tape attached at the top of the fence. It was a mitigation to risk
raptors hitting the fence when hunting over the meadows adjacent to the fencing.
After that they drove up the road to look for tree falls that had damaged the fence or were still leaning
on it. Scott and I met them as they were starting to remove a cottonwood that had fallen on the fence and
broken the upper section netting in the fence. With Bob's expertise with the tall jack, Scott's effort with
the saw, Dana's truck pulling skills and my cheering them on, we managed to remove the tree. We removed
another tree and after making repairs we broke for lunch around 1:30.
After lunch Dana and Scott went to assess damage at the upper elk fence stream exclosure by the bridge.
Bob and I took the more difficult assignment - we went fishing! We had about two hours to fish before
heading home around 4:30. I managed to land a 14" rainbow (I measured this one!) after the 3rd hookup
and the 2nd fly. Cinda & Steve had suggested using something big and black, so I started dead drifting a
black 'bunny leach' with a strike indicator. After 2 hookups and 2 quick releases I switched to a smaller
black/red Simi Seal leach and was lucky enough to hook and land him on the next cast.
Later I managed to land one other smaller rainbow. Unfortunately, when I got to the deep hole at the
cottonwood tree I found another fisherman already fishing it. I Know there must be a lunker brown trout
in there! Next time.
Bob had started farther upstream and had numerous hookups.
Dana and I drove out via the Valentine campground. I think the #188 road was a better road out then
the #33/34 route we took down to the creek.
We arrived back in Mesa shortly before 7 pm and had a really enjoyable and satisfying day.
GERALD WIEMELT

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Casting Clinic at Kiwanis Park, Saturday, May 20th at 7:00 a.m.
This will be a beginner casting class and is open to the public so feel free to invite
anyone you know that wants to learn to cast a fly rod!

DFC MAY PROGRAM....
This month we’ll have an old friend back, Manny Chee, who will give us some inside info on
how to bass fish out of a float tube or pontoon boat for those of us that don't have 125hp Mercs.
Come join Manny and our DFC gang for some tidbits on this neat subject. Don’t forget to tell a
friend about this meeting...get someone involved... guests are always welcomed!
LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Back To Being A Kid Again
By Gerry Wiemelt

I left Mesa for
Roosevelt Lake on
Friday at my usual
crack of dawn time
of 8:00am. Us
retired folk don’t
like to hurry you
know! I planned to
look for all those
crappies and bass
I’ve been reading
about on the AZGFD
website.
It was also time to try out my new rig for my
12’ Porta-Bote. I converted an old tent trailer into
a utility trailer to carry the Porta-Bote fully
assembled (it’s a bit of a pain to assemble and disassemble for only a 1 day trip) and I wasn’t sure
how it would handle at highway speeds.
After I got to Bermuda Flats and paid my $5
to the Forest Service, I loaded up the boat with
enough gear for 3 people and headed towards the
Tonto end of the lake. I tried casting simi-seal
leeches to shore for a while, trolling a bit and
finally casting to some submerged trees. On the
second cast I caught a nice sized bluegill. I
haven’t intentionally fished for bluegills for a

long time, but I thought – what the hell! I was
feeling lazy and they were hitting on almost every
cast after I switched to a #12 green Weenie, so I
decided to concentrate on just them. I discovered
that if I could keep the fly in sight and set the
hook when it disappeared (in the fish’s mouth) I
could catch a lot more then if I depended only on
feeling them hit. You need calm (no wind) and
clear water for this to work.
I was using a 5 wt. rod with floating line, and
at times that was barely enough to keep the
bluegills from diving into the submerged branches and wrapping up. I also tried black and some
tan patterns, with black doing real good.
I fished in the ‘sticks’ for several hours and
had a ball – just like when we were kids!
The bluegill fillets, while small, are probably
the best tasting fish you will ever eat.

DFC MEMBERSHIP STATUS
Congratulations to Charlie Huffaker, winner
of the 2006 membership drive and a custom
made rod by Dave Weaver. Charlie has picked
a 7.5 foot, 4 piece, 3/4 weight for Dave to
build. A big thanks to Dave for supporting the
club in this effort.

POINT OF PINES
For those of you who did not attend the
P-o-P outing, you missed a great time.
Not only was the fishing great, the camping
and friends were great as well.
Some member were fortunate enough to get
there a day or so early and had caught lots of
fish by the time I arrived on Saturday morning.
However, since they already knew what the
fish had been hitting on, it did not take long
once I got on the water to start catching fish.
The theme for the day seemed to be all
things olive. Buggers, nymphs or what ever
you had in olive seemed to do just fine. By mid
morning, the wind had picked up, but the fishing never slowed down. Many members were
still able to kick around in their boats and
tubes, while other opted to wade fish. Either
way, everyone seemed to be having a great
time. Numbers and size varied. It was clear
that the tribe had stocked some smaller rainbows and browns, but there were also some
nice fish in the 14-15 inch range caught as
well. The one common factor was that they all
fought really well and all seem to be jumpers.
On one catch, I actually had to duck, because
as I stripped the fish in, he decided to jump

Don’t forget about our new members
benefit. Any current club member that
sponsors a new member will receive
12 raffle tickets for the monthly raffle the
month the new member pays their dues.
NEW MEMBERS April 2006
Charles Wirken & John Montano- ISE Show
Jim Cogswell • Rick Jacobi • Adam Jacobi
Kirk Smith • Mike Kennedy • John Avalos
Brett Bacchus • Jeremy Shellman
DFC NEWSLETTER- SPECIAL NOTE
The Board of Directors approved one more
mailing to 2005 members who have not
renewed their membership. If your dues are
not paid this will be the last newsletter mailed
to you. You can pay your dues at the monthly
meeting or complete the membership form in
the newsletter and send it with your check to
the address on the bottom of the form. Any
question about your membership contact
Charlie Rosser, chasr123@cox.net or 480-5867163. Hope to see everyone renewing your
membership and joining us at the club meetings
and outings. GONE FISHIN
Thanks Charlie Rosser (Membership Chair) for all your hard
work! R.McKeon- DFC Newsletter Editor and Graphic Guru.

by Steve Berry

right next to my pontoon boat. Between the
wind and jump, I ended up eye to eye with the
fish. Fortunately he bounced off the side of my
boat no one had to tell my family I had been
killed by a stocked trout at P-o-P.
As the evening rolled around, the group
slowly arrived back at the camping area. Other
than the lack of usable bathrooms, the camping
location was great for groups like ours. We had
everything from 30+ foot toy haulers to the one
man tent and everyone was able to camp close
and circle the wagons. Throw in the nice
canopy of tall pine tree for shad and you had all
the makings of a great camping weekend.
Saturday night for dinner we had a host of
good food from the members. Leading the way
was a huge pot of sloppy Joes cooked up by
Bill and Marsha Thyng, who were also the host
for this outing and did a great job I might add.
To go along with that were lots of various salads and deserts. Cinda Howard and Mark
Lucht were celebrating birthdays, so we even
broke out the birthday cake. As if that wasn’t
enough, Mark made blueberry cobbler in the
Dutch oven with ice cream to top it off. I‚m
sure no one went to bed hungry.

With the turnout and great time had by all
we might have to make this an annual outing.
As a side note, it seems that somehow I have
been roped into the vacant job of vice president. I’m not really sure what I’m supposed to
do yet, but I guess they will let me know.
See you at the meeting.
Steve

A gamefish is too
valuable to be
caught only once.
Lee Wulff (1938)
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by Kurt Haberl of the Lee Wulff Chapter of Trout Unlimited in Illinois

W

hen I got to last month's Trout Unlimited
meeting, I saw that I was too late. Schnoz
had collar-latched some young, pitiable new
member, sat him down, and then took out his
infamous black book.
"There's a lot of wisdom in this Trout
Unlimited chapter," Schnoz began with the poor
victim, "Fer instance, looky here at my most
recent journal entries. Opening day is a
euphemism for a plan by the local DNR to test
winter clothing and discourage all newbies from
ever going fly fishing again. The best fishing of
the season coincides with the emergence of mosquitoes, deer flies, and gnats."
The earnest victim took a sip from his cola
and said innocently, "I sort of suspected that."
"Egg-zactly." Schnoz continued reading.
"When trout feed, they organize themselves into
pods and usually have a designated riser whose
job it is to protect the pod from excited dry fly
fishermen while the rest of the pod feeds on
nymphs. The I.Q. of the mature brown trout has
been estimated to be 125. The I.Q. of the mature
fisherman is 100. According to experts, not like
Grumpy here, what tips the contest in the fisherman's favor is his collection of fishing books and
magazines, his technologically advanced rods,
neon lines, and exotic fly patterns."
"Well, I try to save money by tying my own
flies," the neophyte said.
"Ha!," Schnoz said, and started flipping wildly through his black book. "Tying your own
flies is a vice on a vise and actually costs three
times more than if you just bought them in a
shop. That's especially true if you lose as many
as Grumpy does."
"I try to practice casting every week so I don't
lose so many," Schnoz's young prey said.
"Well, that's good as far as it goes. Let's see,"
Schnoz said, "I believe I have something
here in my book about casting. Yes, here it is.
Oh, sorry, this isn't really any bit of wisdom. It's
from Grumpy. I'll quote him. 'Given the choice
between casting a tailing loop or casting a hook

in the ear, choose the tailing loop.' I apologize
for Grumpy. He says a lot of dumb things. Here,
this is better. The knot resulting from either the
wind or a tailing loop is far more secure than any
knot you can tie by hand."
"So, Mr. Grumpy, do you have any wisdom
for me?" our smiling sufferer said.
"Sure," I said, "and I don't need to keep a
book. Let's see, Schnoz taught me this one.
Wearing your lucky socks for three days on a trip
may result in more fish, but you will lose at least
two friends. Here's another one – Water attracts
sunglasses, cameras, cell phones, and GPS
devices, and the more expensive the gadget, the
more water attracts it. There's a corollary I
learned also from Schnoz. Plastic bags are not
always waterproof."
"That was a low blow," Schnoz said. "One
slip cost me three Christmases, you see."
"Ah, yes, a fall," I said. "If a rock looks slippery, it is. If it doesn't look slippery, it is."
"Oh yeah?" said Schnoz, "Well, who's the
guy who bought a new rain jacket and was so
proud of it that he put it on before he put on his
waders? Who was that, Mr. Wetpants?"
"I confess," I said.
"Do you know anything about hatches?" our
poor gull said.
"Hatches? How about this one?" Schnoz
read, "The giant hexagenia hatch produces
amazing late evening and night fishing. This
hatch is apparently triggered by an absence of
fishermen on the water. I even have a section in
my book on women. Smart women marry fly
fishermen. As a group, fly fishermen are patient,
reflective, loyal, passionate, and gone a lot. The
best fly fishermen drive old cars. An old guide is
best. He is a fellow fisherman who made every
mistake before you. There are five stages to
being a fly fisherman. First you try to catch the
mostfish. Then you try to catch the biggest fish.
Then you try to catch wild fish. Then you try to
catch fish in famous places, and finally, you
catch remembered fish."

"I like that," our new member said. "I have
one question. I've never fished the early season
in Wisconsin. Do you either of you remember if
the Early Brown Brachytera appears before or
after the Little Black Chimmara?"
Schnoz sat there with his mouth and book
open.
"C'mon, Tom," I said, looking at the young
fellow's name tag. "I'll buy you a drink." A man
who can put Schnoz at a loss for words deserves
a reward.

May Tying Session
Wednesday, May 24th
Location: Bill Thyng’s house • 1355 E. Toledo
in Gilbert
Major cross streets are Val Vista and
Williams Field Road.

This month we will tie an Arizona Peacock Lady
and pheasant tail. These are patterns that will
work at our April Point of Pines outing.... You
will need to bring size 10 and 12 nymph hooks,
gold beads, peacock hurl, grizzly and brown
hackle, gold wire for ribbing, pheasant tail.
Hope to see you there

Desert Fly Casters

2006 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

May Outing – Rim Lakes

Cinda Howard- President
Steve Berry-Vice President
Mark Lucht- Treasurer
Dave Weaver- Secretary

Beware Sunday of this outing is Mother's day. Take care of family business before you go, bring her with and
pamper on Sunday or live with the consequences. If there are enough Moms that need pampering, we can
arrange a breakfast for Sunday morning. That will require participation from their family members. If any of
you have seen me camp and fish - you will know that food isn't a big priority.
I considered reserving one of the group campgrounds but with the conflict above affecting turn out and
cost to reserve am planning to use one of the free camping areas around Woods Canyon or Willow Springs.
There are a lot of open/ free camping spaces in the triangle bordered by Hiway260, Rim road that goes past
Forest Service Information cabin across from Woods Canyon turn off and Old Young Road. I will check out
area while up at Canyon Creek on the work outing on April 29 & 30 and provide more details next week via
the website and at the meeting.
There are a lot of choices for fishing in the area - Woods Canyon, Willow Springs, Bear Canyon, Chevelon
Canyon for lakes and Canyon Creek, Tonto Creeks plus others for stream fishing. I am checking on fishing
reports and may sneak in a fishing trip to see what to plan/ recommend.
Willow Springs is one of my favorites. You can go for a mini slam here trying to catch Rainbows, browns,
small mouth and blue gill all in the same trip. Of course, I like the challenge of fishing for small mouth bass. I
won't tell where the bass hold. Nor where the springs are. You will have to watch to see where I fish. You can
access it from the parking lot at the boat ramp or two other pull offs past the turn off from 260 to the
Campground/ lake.
Woods Canyon is a similar impound to Willow Springs, a little larger and more heavily used. Again easily accessed from the parking lot or boat ramp.
Bear Canyon: Access to the lake requires hiking down the trail to the lake. It isn’t as difficult as Chevelon
but still requires some effort. Pack a light tube to make it easier.
Chevelon Lake: fishing can be accessed at the dam, where the stream enters the lake and the stream
above the lake. All require a strenuous hike to get to the water.
I will have maps at the meeting to point out the access points.
Equipment: 3, 4 or 5 wt rod will work well. On the lakes, sinking lines or sink tips are usually best except early
morning and late evening. Try wooly bugger, sparkle bugger, olive, brown and tan nymphs for subsurface. The
exception would be Chevelon where streamers like muddler minnow may get you into larger fish. For dry flies
- Adams, Mosquitos and Royal Coachman would be flies to start with. A stimulator or other attractors may
also get some action. • Float Tube/pontoon and fins are necessary for fishing most of the lakes. I can provide float boat and fins for two other members if there are any beginners that want to use them.
..........More details at the meeting.
Any questions call me at: 480-632-2409 Thank you- Bob Harrison
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MAIL TO:
Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa, AZ 85274-2252

☛
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Chuck Elliot
Conservation
Open
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Doc Nickel
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Guru
Ted MiskinnsMembership at Large
Jim Fraijo
Jim Dickson
Jay Figley
DESERT FLY CASTERS HOT LINE
480-654-6111
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com
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